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to review when one has privilege to add to all profiles
When browsing the site and clicking on the "Review" tab
on user profiles, we're offered the option to "Add to all
profiles". What this means is that as we have edit
privileges for 100k+ users, we're automatically added to
every profile, however, as I understand it, this is also the
case for 10k users. So, should there be a way to review
"Did this profile contain at least one unnecessary link or
contact to a real-world location" for all profiles, or just
for me? It'd be nice to have the option when I have edit
privileges to add to all profiles, but I also understand
how important it is for this to get done. It's certainly
helpful for users who don't have edit permissions, and
it's definitely annoying for users who do. A: IMHO, this
should be done differently. Currently, the "all profiles" is
set when you are an approved user. While it works fine
for you, it's still annoying for everyone else. What I'd
suggest is to (a) set it to something a bit lower for
approval - e.g., 10k. (b) Everyone with any rep at all
should have the option (remember: any rep at all - even
a single ♦). Welcome to Bad Movies For Good, a blog
where we watch bad movies, read great books, and talk
about random interesting subjects. If you would like to
contribute to the blog, please read the rules first and
email us to submit a review, article, or song. Tired of



trying to score a model to pose with you during your
next gallery opening? Or maybe your muse has moved to
the big city and you haven't seen them in ages? But
every time you find the courage to go seek them out, you
just get rejected by the girl you follow on Instagram or
the friend who texted you to go hang out over the
weekend. Does the thought of having to get up and leave
the comfort of your couch to go out and find a willing
subject for your next hot photo send you into a tizzy?
Well then my friend, you're in
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